The project offers individuelle flexibility in floorplans. Houses vary in size, with plot sizes ranging from 6.50 to 9 metres wide and 8 to 12 metres deep. Also floor heights are different for each house. Floorplans range from 153 to 338 square metres.

All floorplans have a different connection to the street, which is explained by the positioning of the living rooms and the kitchens. Some houses have both the living room and the kitchen on the ground floor. These homes have a transparent facade at ground floor level. Other houses have a kitchen at the garden side and living room on the first floor, or both the kitchen and living room on the first floor.

To ensure that the connection to the public space working well from both sides of the street, different facade elements were put into the deep window frames on ground floor level. This results in a facade with a different appearance when observed from alongside or from the front. Ground floor elements like stone benches, facade gardens, entrance niches and wooden car ports give each house its own expression.

The front side of these houses is used for storage or car ports. To ensure a lively facade on ground level, closed parts all have facade gardens and carports are materialized in friendly wooden panelling. These houses are equipped with french windows or bay windows opening into the street on the first floor.

Private interiors

> Floorplans with living rooms on the first floor have french windows or bay windows opening up to the street.

To ensure that the connection to the public space working well from both sides of the street, different facade elements were put into the deep window frames on ground floor level. This results in a facade with a different appearance when observed from alongside or from the front. Ground floor elements like stone benches, facade gardens, entrance niches and wooden car ports give each house its own expression.

Making a Street
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